
Idyllwild Foothill Acoustic Electric Guitar
with Pickup, Tuner, and Gig Bag

P/N 610060 | 610062 | 610063 | 610064

Idyllwild Foothill Acoustic Guitar with Gig Bag
P/N 610010 | 610013

Controls

   

Volume:  For the cleanest signal, set the volume knob as high as possible,  
 without causing distortion or feedback.

Bass: Adjusts ±12dB @80Hz. Boost to add more depth and weight to  
 the sound of the guitar. 

Middle: Adjusts ±12dB @800Hz. Boost for more bite. Cut for a smooth,   
 scooped sound.

Treble: Adjusts ±12dB @3kHz. Boost to cut through the mix. Cut to mellow  
 and subdue the sound.

Presence: Adjusts ±12dB @10kHz. Boost to add sparkle to the sound. Cut to  
 reduce finger noise.

Phase:  Use the phase switch to improve bass response at low volume  
 levels and suppress feedback at high volume levels.

Tuner: The tuner has a graphic LCD panel that indicates the note value with  
 sharp and flat indicators. When the note is flat, the needle will be left  
 of center. When the note is sharp, the needle will be right of center.  
 When the note is exactly in tune, the needle will be centered and the  
 LCD backlighting will change from blue to green.

Battery LED:  When the battery LED illuminates, the battery should be replaced  
 with a fresh 9V alkaline battery. In addition to the LED, a low battery   
 level will cause the tuner to not be as accurate and the sound to be  
 distorted. The battery is active whenever an instrument or XLR cable  
 is plugged into the guitar. To conserve battery life, unplug the   
 instrument cable whenever the guitar is not in use. A fresh 9V alkaline  
 battery will last approximately 70 hours.
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Introduction
Your Idyllwild guitar has gone through a multipoint inspection and setup process. 
Our Master Luthier checks every guitar we sell to ensure that your guitar will look, 
feel, and sound as well as it can for years to come. To prevent damage during 
shipping, your guitar has been de-turned to reduce the pressure from the guitar's 
string tension (over 160 lbs. when fully tuned).

All wooden products will have periods of expansion and contraction due to 
temperature and humidity. These atmospheric changes can greatly change the tone 
and playability of your guitar. Residents of areas with extreme weather swings may 
have to get their guitar setup by a professional luthier once or twice a year. We 
recommend the use of a guitar humidifier to alleviate some of those effects.

For models with pickups (610060, 610062, 610063, and 610064 only), please refer to 
the following operating instructions.

Active Pickup Quick Start
1. Set the Controls:   Turn the Volume knob fully counterclockwise, then set the  
 four tone controls (Bass, Middle, Treble, and Presence) to the midpoint.

2. Plug In:  Using a 1/4" instrument cable (not included) or a balanced XLR cable  
 (not included), plug one end into your amplifier and the other end into the guitar.  
 The guitar pickup automatically powers on whenever an instrument or XLR cable  
 is plugged into the guitar.

3. Tune Up:  Press the Tuner button to activate the tuner, then tune each string.  
 Press the Tuner button again when tuning is complete.

4. Turn Up: Adjust the Volume and tone controls to your liking.

Thank you for your order!

We are fully dedicated to 100% satisfaction on our 
products and customer service

We would like to invite you to Share Your Experience.

• If you are happy with the product, please write a review online.

• If you have had any issues with the product or our service,        
  please email us at support@monoprice.com or    
                                     tech@monoprice.com
We will promptly work with you to resolve your issue, provide 
replacement product, or even facilitate a return.

For additional information about this product, please go to 
www.monoprice.com and enter 610060, 610062, 610063, 
610064, 610010 or 610013 into the search field.

  


